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unsensational way, is far better than cavorting in print
themselves with spotlights trained on them. The
Telegraph manages to clothe reaction in what passes for
frank common sense, and can lend an air of reasonable-
ness to arguments which appear starkly absurd in the
Morning Post, which is watched over by Sir Percy Bates
of the Cunard—White Star Company,
The proprietors of the Manchester Guardian wittily hit
off the change that has come over the newspaper situation
since advertising revenue became its most prominent
feature by issuing a poster which proclaimed their organ
to be " The Paper without a Peer*" I have shown that
the practice of handing out " honours " to newspaper
owners is not new* But the men so " honoured " used
to be journalists, who were proud of their profession*
The titled controllers of to-day consider it a business,
as Kennedy Jones, Northcliffe's partner and joint-
creator of the Daily Mail, once declared he did.
It was not true of him* So long at any rate as he
remained in journalism, he was a journalist* But it is
true generally of the men controlling newspapers, and
for a long time it has been said in the City of London
that more than one of them use the paper or papers
under their control for the purpose of carrying on financial
operations.
Many years ago a financial editor of Tie Times was
convicted of this form of fraud;   it is not difficult to
work.   So  far  no  definite  charge  has  been  framed;
therefore it would be unfair to name those against whom
the   undefined  accusations  are  made*   But  there  afe
financial editors, active and retired, who could help to
clear this cloudy business up, and, as those who disfcuss
it in the City include men of high standing, it/ may
possibly be brought to the notice of the law*

